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Marketing Plan 

 

Strengths 
• Premier tourist destination 
• Various lodging options – 37 Hotels/Motels/B&Bs, over 156 Vacation Rentals 
• 21 restaurants to choose from 
• Small town atmosphere 
• Six miles south of famous Hearst Castle 
• Known as “One of America’s Prettiest Towns” – Forbes.com 
• Numerous well attended events 
• Local artists and art galleries 
• A variety of outdoor recreational activities 
• Agricultural tourism 
• Close and engaged community 
• Highly trafficked chamber website 
• Un-crowded beaches 
• Proximity to Elephant Seals 
• Wine Tasting 
• Gateway to Big Sur 
• Sea life and wild life 

 

Weaknesses 
• Disjointed brand and lack of consistency 
• Website in need of updating 
• Shortage of resort-type lodging 
• Disconnect between East & West village 
• Lack of family activities 
• Lack of clear signage 
• Resistance to change 

 

Opportunities 
• New identity - Brand Cambria with updated logo and tagline 
• Update chamber website – leverage WineCoastCountry.com functionality 
• Expand awareness to younger audience 
• Capture day travelers from Hearst Castle 
• Entice overnight visitors to extend their stays 
• Wine Industry growth 
• Consumer interest in rural tourism 
• Stewardship Traveler Program 
• Discovery Route 

 

Threats 
• Competition 
• State of economy 
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• Rising fuel prices 
• Highway closures 

 

Secondary Research 
California Tourism Trends 
Statistics are important in determining the effectiveness of marketing efforts.  We have provided 
several items of statistical data which will give an overview of tourism and the target areas which 
will make the most efficient use of marketing dollars.  These statistics are attached as separate 
documents.   
 
Tourism generated $102.3 billion in spending in California in 2011.  This is up 7.6% from 2010. 
Twenty percent of tourism related dollars in the state in 2011 were attributable to spending by 
international travelers.  6.2 million Overseas travelers visited California in 2011, a 22.3% share of 
all overseas travel to the U.S.  Those overseas visitors spent approximately $12.6 billion in the 
state.  California had the largest market share of domestic travel among all 50 states with a mark of 
11.45% in 2010, making the percent of domestic leisure travel 11.37%  Of 199 million trips, 45.09 
million (23%) originated outside the state.  Leisure travel was the highest rated purpose of travel in 
both Overseas and domestic travel.   
 
From all reports attached, it is evident that Visitor spending for all lodging types increased in 2011 
and there has been a steady increase of spending of nearly 50% for lodging since 1992, with the 
exception of 2009 which showed a slight decline in spending. 
 
It is noted that another market to be targeted is Multigenerational travel.  One of the primary 
reasons is the baby boomer generation, those born between 1946 and 1964.  4 in 10 boomers are 
now grandparents.  They make up 26% of all leisure travelers in America and a third took at least 
one major trip with grandchildren in 2011.  Over the next 18 years 77,000,000 in the U.S. alone will 
turn 65.  As they head out on vacation, they will bring their kids and grandkids along.  They value 
travel and have never been afraid to indulge their passions.  They view travel as a “must have.” 
 
More information is available on each of these statistics in the attached documents.  We 
encourage you to read through them to assist in making the best decisions regarding your 
marketing plan and budget. 
 

 
Lodging 
Seasons 
As with any tourist community, we have peak seasons and shoulder (off) seasons.  The summer 
season is the region’s peak season followed by fall and spring, then to a much lesser degree, 
winter. Our peak season includes June – August, then a drop between September and October.  
Off-season is truly considered from September until December 15th then again from January 
through May of each year.  In occupancy, San Luis Obispo County’s unincorporated areas 

experienced higher occupancy than Monterey but trailed Santa Barbara.
6   

 

Psychographic 
Baby Boomers 
Baby Boomers were classified in two groups: (1) affluent wine enthusiasts, and (2) off-season 
vacationers with a potential to stay longer than average. Off-season visitors come to avoid the 
busy summer season and lead a lifestyle allowing them to stay longer – anywhere from a week to 
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three months. 
 
Wine Tourists 
Wine Tourists who visited SLO County specifically for the wine industry were described differently 
than the typical visitors. Wine season typically ran between March and November. Travelers who 
came for wine were classified into two groups:   
 

Baby Boomers 
Baby Boomers are the core consumers of the wine industry. They had slightly higher levels 
of disposable income than the typical baby boomer who visited the county. 

 

Young Couples 
Young Couples in their 30s and 40s enjoyed traveling to SLO County for the wine. They 
visited with their significant other or in groups of young couples. They enjoyed festivals, 
tasting and dining that accompanied the wine industry. These wine connoisseurs were 
described as individuals who were looking to escape the rat race, enjoyed a causal and fit 
lifestyle and took getaways to wine country to relax from their hectic lives. Finally, Cal Poly 
graduates returned to visit during wine events as they were familiar with the destination and 
events provide a good reason to return.9 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Social Trends 
A change in social trends has impacted travel and tourism throughout the country, which also 
directly affects the village of Cambria, CA. According to the Travel Industry Association (TIA) these 
social trends include: 
 
Value is the new normal 
Because consumer behavior has shifted to a more value-oriented decision process, developing 
and communicating the value of the destination is critical. 
 
The Internet and Travel 
In 2009, two thirds (65%) of the 98.3 million travelers who are online (63.8 million) used the 
Internet to make travel plans. Use of the Internet to actually book travel continues to increase, with 
45% (44.6 million) of all travelers having made travel reservations on the Internet during the past 
year. Furthermore, 67% booked overnight lodging accommodations.  These numbers have greatly 
increased since that time.  Mobile apps are becoming the primary source of traveler information 
and that trend is increasing. 
 
Environmental Issues are a priority 
The growing concern for the environment allows Cambria to promote its natural tourism assets 
such as access to Big Sur along with low impact recreation such as hiking, bicycling and birding. 
 
9 Verdin|Riester San Luis Obispo County BID, Brand Development Findings Report, 2010 

CTB Insights 
Though this demographic research was conducted for all of SLO County, each segment directly relates 
to Cambria, CA. It’s important to note that the primary demographic segments not only have the ability to 
travel mid-week and off-season, but the 55+ and 35-54 segments are also the demographics increasingly 
using social media. 
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Hectic lives equal shorter trips  
As people become increasingly pressed for time due to the hectic nature of their lives, the impact 
is seen on vacation and travel. Additionally, consumers are looking for hassle free vacations 
placing greater importance on the ease of booking, and travel to and from destinations. 
 
Shorter Booking Windows  
A major trend that has occurred within the tourism industry is the migration toward last minute trips. 
Shorter booking windows make it more difficult to gauge future demand and plan accordingly. With 
its central location Northern and Southern California, last minute bookings in San Luis Obispo 
County is more simplistic, compared to traveling out of state.10 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Trends 
Wine  
A difference noted for the wine industry in SLO County was the friendly atmosphere. The tasting 
rooms were relaxed, social and promoted conversation – even among strangers. Second, the 
relaxed atmosphere and smaller establishments allowed for visitors to meet some of the 
winemakers in person. Experiences were more authentic and allowed for interaction on a first-hand 
level. Lastly, wine was a significant economic driver to the region. One participant explained that 
wine brought money into the region along every point of its path from production to consumption. 
Its value was even greater when consumed in the region.11 
 
Fit/Healthy Lifestyle 
A recent appreciation and focus for healthy living, nationally, worked well for SLO County. 
Participants explained that not only did the destination offer clean air, the coast, and rolling 
hillsides, but it also was a place filled with outdoor activities and adventures. This active, outdoor 
lifestyle was a part of the culture of SLO County and fit well with the beaches and wine industry. 
 
Eco-Tourism and Stewardship 
The trend toward sustainability and eco-tourism was expressed by some participants as a 
decision-making factor. The fact that Cambria has an abundance of natural recreational activities 
such as hiking, bird-watching and kayaking positions the region well for this component. 
 
Events 
Overall participants found significant value in the events, festivals and Farmers’ Markets in SLO 
County. There was even a desire for more, as all saw how the events provided visitors with a 
reason to visit the destination. Those more directly involved with the creation of the events noted 
that they “Require a long term commitment.” Events are not always successful and popular the first 
year they happen, it takes time, money and effort to grow events to be large and successful.12 

 
10 SLO County Tourism Industry Analysis. Strategic Marketing Group and Dean Runyon  
   and Associates. 2008 

CTB Insight 
These social trends demonstrate the importance for the city of Cambria to work together in order to 
achieve success. Though individual accommodations and activities influence a person’s city of choice, 
the combination of each is the key selling point. Whether booking a vacation one day or three months 
prior to departure, travelers want and need to know what their destination has to  offer, and they want to 
find this information via the Internet. With many encompassing busy lives and only time for a quick 
escape, having the option to quickly evaluate places for dining,  entertainment, recreation and sight-
seeing, and is significant. 
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11 Verdin|Riester San Luis Obispo County BID, Brand Development Findings Report, 2010 
12 Verdin|Riester San Luis Obispo County BID, Brand Development Findings Report, 2010 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Competition 
 
A point of differentiation for SLO County, when compared to Santa Barbara and Monterey, was 
that SLO County is far more affordable and approachable. However, the brand equity held by both 
of its perceived competitive destinations – Monterey and Santa Barbara – were very strong 
regardless of the expense associated with the destination. 
 

Santa Barbara, “The American Rivera” - It was noted that Santa Barbara is a more high-
end, luxury oriented destination, more easily accessible from Southern California and 
offered both wine country and the coast. However, it was also noted by some to be 
perceived as pretentious, which explains why some people drove through Santa Barbara 
and came to the more relaxed and affordable SLO County. 

 
Monterey, “See Monterey” - Between the Big Sur coast, historic Highway 1, the Monterey 
Aquarium and Pebble Beach, visitors had significant activity options in Monterey, in addition 
to luxury accommodations.13 

 
Carmel, “Carmel by the Sea” – Similar attributes as Monterey, with a more upscale and 
sophisticated target audience. 

 
The weaknesses to Santa Barbara, Monterey and Carmel are: 

• Congestion/crowded beaches 
• Weekend orientation 
• Not perceived as friendly as Cambria 
• Perceived Costs14 

 
The Destination 
Cambria is a very special destination.  Our community tagline “Pines by the Sea” indicates a 
beautiful location which combines the peacefulness of life in the Pines with the serenity and power 
of the Sea.  It is an exquisite natural setting.  In addition, we are well known for being a center for 
the arts.  Artisans of all types have come to dwell in Cambria as an inspirational home for their 
creative gifts in art, music, theater and dance.  We can also boast many of the finest food and wine 
establishments in the Central Coast region.  Both have been award winning and have been 
featured in some of the top industry publications.  Best of all, two of our very best features are our 
open land areas and our open beaches that are still virtually untouched and seldom over 
populated.  We consider Cambria to be one of the most select destinations not just in the Central 
Coast but in all of California. 
 
 

 

CTB Insight  
Cambria should take advantage of not only events happening within the city limits, but also events taking 
place around the county. Sunset’s Savor the Central Coast, for example, should be used as an 
opportunity to leverage people into the town. 
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13 Verdin|Riester San Luis Obispo County BID, Brand Development Findings Report, 2010 
14 SLO County Tourism Industry Analysis. Strategic Marketing Group/ Dean Runyon and Associates. 2008 
 

Cambria Marketing Goals & Objectives 
I. Increase awareness and heighten perceived value of Cambria as a destination. 

a. Create brand identity and messaging for Cambria 
b. Communicate information to visitors about the diversity of tourism  
     experiences that exist within the area. 
 

II. Increase occupancy and extend length of stay of visitors to Cambria,  
     across all lodging types that pay BID assessment within Cambria. 

a. Develop programs that positively impact the slower lodging periods. 
b. Develop programs that specifically target new visitors to the area. 
c. Use diverse offerings of the area to encourage more than one or two night  
    stays. 
 

III. Create synergy to establish the North Coast as a destination. 
a. Collaborate with other organizations (like other local area boards) to promote the  
      north coast region. 
b. Cambria’s Points of Differentiation 

1. Cambria combines the relaxation and the feeling of being a world away, of a 
rejuvenating vacation with the outdoor exploration and shopping opportunities of an 
active vacation. 

2. Cambria is close to metropolitan feeder markets, but with an untouched natural 
beauty, friendly people and a slower pace. 

3. Cambria offers a diversity of activities, shopping and dining that rivals other beach 
destinations. 

 

Overall Strategy 
The overall approach to marketing Cambria should highlight all that is special about the area, the 
tranquil and relaxing atmosphere with landscapes that takes your breath away. For those in large 
cities, this is how California used to be — wide-open spaces, clean air, and natural beauty.  We will 
capture the essence of what Cambria has to offer, and create a brand that conveys this 
specialness. 
 

Cambria Marketing Action Plan 
Objective #1: Create brand identity and messaging for Cambria 

Strategy: Use visitor data and input to create Cambria brand. 

CTB Insight 
Cambria offers tourism activities and experiences for visitors to enjoy. This unincorporated area of the 
county is the gateway to major attractions like Hearst Castle as well as Big Sur. Other key points of 
differentiation include Highway 1, the wine industry, history, cultural events, several and diverse 
restaurants, art galleries, specialty shops, outdoor recreation, coastal access, sea life and the natural 
environment. With several key points of differentiation, Cambria, CA can truly create a unique visitor 
experience. 
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Tactics (in order of priority): 
1. Decide on Cambria logo and tagline (task already complete) 
2. Produce Cambria brand Standards and Identity to keep brand consistency. 
3. Implement brand into social media platforms (starting with Facebook and  
    Twitter). See social media strategy. 
 

Objective #2: Get information out to visitors and potential visitors about the diversity of  
                                tourism experiences that exist within the area. 

Strategy: Create materials and get message out about Cambria’s many things to do. 
Tactics (in order of priority): 

1. Develop a brochure with a scaled map that lodging properties and Chamber can  
     distribute to visitors. Refer visitors to website for additional information on  
     activities, dining or lodging. 
2. Implement an e-newsletter that goes out on a regular basis to promote events,  
     seasonal activities, etc. to encourage new and return visits. (Note: Need to  
     launch ability to collect email addresses ASAP to build database and leverage  
     opportunity to develop relationships with visitors and potential visitors). 
3. Develop a tourism website bringing together all the wants and needs of  
     Cambria stakeholders, and leveraging WineCoastCountry.com functionality  
     (see Website Discovery & Definition for details on recommendations and site  
     plan). 
4. Consider a kiosk or mobile app to provide another portal to the website with  
     updated information on events, specials, and activities. 
5. Design and implement a way-finding signage program to show visitors the  
     short distance between the East and West sides of town, as well as proximity of  
     the ocean. 
     (Continue to explore the possibility of a trolley, surrey and other bicycle rental,  
     etc., to help visitors get around without having to drive everywhere). 
6. Implement a PR plan focusing on events and seasonal activities to garner  
     editorial coverage online and in print to support other marketing efforts. Ideas  
     for consideration: 

a. Send out press releases on every Cambria event to California-wide   
     media 
b. Identify events in geographic target markets that reach the designated  
     audience and donate a package for their auction (basket with bottle of  
     local wine, baked goods, piece of art and voucher for an overnight stay). 
c. Unique Girlfriends’ Getaway story pitch 
d. Unique destination wedding story pitch 

7. Implement a media plan to reach visitors, as indicated in Media Plan  
     Recommendations below. 
8. Create online and print ads that promote coming events. Online ads can link to  
     events page on website for details. Ad content would include a listing of  
     upcoming key events for the following month and would change out regularly  
     each month. 
9. See social media strategy. 
 

Objective #3: Increase marketing efforts during the off-season. 
Strategy: Play up proximity to drive markets and the value of Cambria as a destination. 
Tactics (in order of priority): 

1. Promote events in out-of-area target markets through advertising, social media  
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    and the website. 
2. Keep website updated with changing events, activities and information. 
3. Include information directing visitors to “Check out our off-season (Sept – Dec 15th,  
    Jan – May) specials at (web address here)!” on all collateral. 
4. Develop ongoing specials and promotions in off-season time period. Blast out  
     regularly in e-newsletters and post onto social media platforms. Ideas for  
     consideration: 

a. Create hotel/restaurant/activity packages to encourage visitors to come  
      in off-season. 
b. Offer discount packages for longer hotel/bed & breakfast stays. 
c. Create a giveaway promotion ($200 gift card towards a Cambria  
     vacation) to engage potential visitors online and grab their attention to  
      hear about Cambria as they enter for a chance to win. 
d. Develop a monthly romantic getaway promotion featuring a different  
      lodging property package each month. Could be blasted out in e- 
      newsletters. 

5. Design part of PR plan to focus on off-season events as well as the affordability  
     and proximity of this vacation spot. Ideas for consideration: 

a. Per above, send out press releases on every Cambria event – including  
     off-season events -- to California-wide media 
b. Pitch last minute weekend getaway vacations around special Cambria  
     events to media in markets within a 2-3 hour radius 
c. Affordable vacations that rejuvenate and exhilarate 

6. Create or support the creation of a larger wine event and promote to out of  
     area markets to reach wine enthusiasts in off-season period. 
7. Implement an effective media plan to reach potential visitors – Same as in  
    Objective #2.  (see Media Plan Recommendations below for suggested outlets) 
8. Create a co-op advertising program for Cambria businesses to join together  
     and share the cost of advertising in target geographic markets (to include  
     lodging, restaurants and activities and other businesses). 
9. Explore other co-op advertising opportunities through the SLO County VCB, CBID    
     and Chamber of Commerce. 
10. See social media strategy. 

 
Objective #4: Collaborate with other organizations (like other local area boards, including Wine  

       Coast Country - CBID) to promote the north coast region. 
Strategy: Market larger North Coast area together to show more to do in the region, thus 
                  encouraging longer stays. 
Tactics (in order of priority): 

1. Partner with San Simeon local area to promote special events at Hearst Castle. 
                             (Evening on the Terrace, Wine & Dine at the Hearst Ranch Dairy Barn, etc.) 

2. Support countywide events by participating as a sponsor and having  
       opportunity to market to event participants (Paso Wine event sponsorships,  
       Mid-State Fair, etc.) 

 

Cambria Social Media Strategy 
Overall Strategy and Goals 
The overall strategy is to establish social media platforms catering to Cambria Tourism.  These 
platforms should evolve so Cambria business owners, locals, tourists and fans can share 
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resources and assist in travel decisions to Cambria. Cambria needs to establish personal 
relationships with visitors (past, current and future), encourage trips to the town, and provide 
recommendations to others. Online behavior has shifted and people are no longer just going to 
Google to search. Rather, they are using Google and Facebook to seek information. Cambria 
needs to ensure they have a strong, collaborative, and unified online presence where people are 
searching and sharing information. To help establish these personal relationships, Cambria needs 
to incorporate industry-related articles and location based content on social media platforms such 
as Facebook, Twitter and Blog.  
 
Consistency 
Furthermore, Cambria needs to be consistent with posting on all social media platforms, and 
engage with all fans who post/tweet on their pages. 
The goals of this program should be: 

• Develop a personal connection with visitors/fans to encourage visits to Cambria 
• Build awareness where prospective visitors are spending their time (Facebook,  
    Twitter) 
• Increase awareness of Cambria lodging, restaurants, stores 
• Stay connected to past visitors to encourage return visits 
• Invite fans to share their experiences and media with others on Cambria’s social media  
    pages 
• Increase web traffic to Cambria tourism website  
• Increase awareness of events and attractions in Cambria 
• Become a resource for travel to Cambria 
 

Objective #1:  Increase the number of likes by 500 for “Visit Cambria” Facebook page             
          Facebook page 

With almost 700 million users, 90 percent of who are over the age of 18, 
Facebook will be the central hub of information for customers, as well as a 
place to establish personal relationships with fans. The central purpose of the 
following tactics is to encourage repeat visitation and sharing. 

Tactics: 
1. Use existing Facebook page at http://facebook.com/VisitCambria 
2. Determine who will be posting 
3. Post 1 time per day, five days a week. Only post on the weekends if 
     event/promotion is  taking place. 
4. Feature a business one day a week 
5. Upload more photos of businesses, scenery and attractions 
6. Customize photo albums as more pictures are uploaded 
7. Engage in community by following all Cambria businesses with Facebook pages. 
8. Engage fans by encouraging posting of pictures and videos on page (potential  
      contest) 
9.  Provide information on current weather, events, and things to do 
10. Post traffic delays and good travel times 
11. Provide links to articles and good third party reviews about Cambria 
12. Reply to all questions and comments from fans 
14. Increase use of tabs 
15. Develop tabs for eat, stay and play in Cambria, with links to websites 
16. Develop Pinterest page with photos of points of interest 
17. Videos of events (i.e. Scarecrow festival, farmers markets, art shows) 
18. How to Videos, (i.e. making desert at Linn’s, the perfect cinnamon roll at  
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       Ollallieberry, wine tasting at Moonstone Cellars, tour of the town of Harmony,  
       views at Fiscalini Ranch, where to go antiquing, Moonstone discoveries,  
       elephant seals, etc.) 
19. Promotions and discounts at shops, eateries, and hotels. 
20. Allow businesses to post discounts/specials on Cambria’s wall and repost to  
       share with others 
21. Facts and trivia about Cambria 
22. “Neighborhood posts” 
23. Share any newsletter Cambria produces 
24. Share any available visitor material available. Post on Facebook page providing 
        link to website. Allow printable version, invite visitors to come in and pick up  

 
 
 
 
Objective #2: Better utilize Twitter as a social media platform 

The value of Twitter is far less obvious than Facebook, but Twitter allows businesses and 
cities to build their brand, promote products and generate interests in 140 characters or 
less. Level of engagement will be higher if links are provided with each Tweet. Twitter is 
also the ultimate listening tool and will allow Cambria to respond to visitor’s questions about 
the area on a personal level. 
Tactics: 

1. Determine Cambria’s main Twitter page for tourism: @visitcambria 
2. Follow 30 new people/businesses every week 
3. Follow people/businesses that follow you 
4. Tweet articles related to Cambria 
5. Tweet third party travel articles 
6. Ask questions for real-time feedback once following grows 
7. Tweet current traffic and weather conditions 
8. Invite followers to ask questions about area 
9. Offer promotions/discounts/specials for lodging, restaurant and other merchants    
       in Cambria 
10. Tweet town events 
11. Tweet facts and history 

 
Objective #3: Develop Cambria Blog with first post TBD. 

The format of a blog will empower the Cambria Tourism website to have quick 
editorial posts to assist in engaging the community. Cambria is lucky to have a 
number of passionate locals in their community. A blog does not require one person 
to post. In fact, the more guest bloggers the better. Invite current Cambria bloggers to 
post on Cambria’s blog and invite others who wish to share a blog post on Cambria’s 
blog. 

Tactics: 
1. Determine main bloggers and invite others to be guest bloggers 
2. Start with one blog post per week and gradually advance blog to twice a week 
3. Announce blog in e-newsletter (Chamber), Facebook & Twitter platforms 
4. Incorporate videos in blog 
5. Blogging Ideas 

a. Upcoming events / review of events 
b. Traveling/vacationing Cambria on a budget 
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c. Family experiences in Cambria 
d. Best kept secrets in Cambria 
e. Monthly checklist (i.e. what to do during the month of October in Cambria) 
f. Holidays in Cambria 
g. Opinions/sharing third party articles about the town 
h. Best hikes 
i. Best cycling adventures 
j. Where to picnic 
k. About east and west village 
l. Restaurant reviews 
m. Various attractions (i.e. history of Moonstone Beach, building the     
       “boardwalk,” about Fiscalini Ranch, Nitt Witt Ridge, Hearst Castle,     
        elephant seals, best drives starting/finishing in Cambria, etc.) 

 
Additional Social Media Platforms: 
YouTube and Vimeo 
YouTube is second only to Google in number of searches. Videos of travel adventures are popular 
on YouTube, allowing visitors to research locations and activities for future travel. For this reason, 
once Facebook, Twitter, and a Blog is established, we believe that the development of a YouTube 
Channel to create videos and invite visitors to share their travel experiences, will assist in engaging 
visitors and building awareness of Cambria.  Vimeo is a better quality version of YouTube. 

Tactics: 
1. Contest: Most memorable vacation experience in Cambria 
2. Post-Vacation Videos: Invite visitors to “review” Cambria after they’ve returned   
    home 
3. Create videos once a month for first three months then increase to twice a month: 
a. Post videos for specific activities: i.e cycling adventures, where to hike in Cambria, 

               beaches of Cambria, docent walks, views from certain hikes (see Facebook  
               Tactic #19, “How-To Videos”) 

b. Packing for Cambria 
c. Word-on-the-street: “Favorite thing about Cambria” 
4. Use playlists to organize videos by location (East Village, West Village, Moonstone 

               Beach, etc) and type to help fans find the videos they want to see 
5. Review all videos submitted by users before adding them to the site to ensure 

               appropriateness.   
 
Location-Based Platforms 
Popularity in location-based platforms such as Foursquare, Facebook Places and Yelp, continues 
to grow. This opportunity allows for real-time engagement especially with lodging, shopping and 
restaurants. Merchants will benefit by learning who is visiting them and what they are saying about 
them. Merchants can add specials or coupons to those who check-in, rewarding the customer that 
visits the store and/or lodging property. If Facebook admins are aware of businesses offering 
promotions of these location-based platforms, they could utilize these promotions on Facebook, 
Twitter and the blog.   
 
 
 
 
Measuring Success 

• Monthly Analysis and reports from Google Analytics, paying particular attention to  
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    keywords, referring sites, bounce rate, and demographics. 
• For Facebook, an emphasis should be placed on level of engagement. Weekly and  
    monthly analysis of user-post frequency and quality of posts. 
• Facebook Insights to track demographics, referring sites, tab views, top posts, 

               impressions percentages and level of participation. 
• Create monthly reports with analysis of successful Facebook posts, tweets, and blog 
    entries. Also analyze consistency of posts and ensure posting schedule and individual    
    posting assignments are working. 

 

Cambria Media Recommendations 
Paid Media 

Media Objective: Drive potential visitors to Chamber tourism website or Facebook page 
Media Strategy: Utilize an efficient media mix to effectively drive high potential visitors  
                           from the core feeder markets 

Geography 
• Southern California 
• Northern California 
• Central Valley 
• “Local” - SLO County/Monterey County/SB County 

 
Overview 
We recommend a mix of local (local to the geographic target area, e.g., news media) and 
national sites (e.g., Yahoo and Google) with specific geo targeting to limit the messaging to the 
most relevant users. Cost Per Click programs on the major search engines and Facebook will 
complement banner placements to create an integrated effort. 
 

Online Advertising Elements 
Paid Search 

Pay-Per-Click search engine advertising is a cost effective way to reach those who are 
actively expressing interest in the destination through keyword searches in Google. A Paid 
Search campaign in Google, Yahoo and Bing will display Cambria destination ads to those 
users in order to drive targeted traffic to the website. 

Paid Search 
• Google, Yahoo, Bing 
• Ongoing Campaign 
• Select keywords based on destination assets and audience search 
• Contact: www.adwords.google.com, www.advertising.yahoo.com,  
    www.adcenter.microsoft.com  

 
 
Facebook 

Facebook presents a unique advertising opportunity that is both highly targetable and cost 
effective. Similar to Paid Search, Facebook provides a cost per click model where an 
advertiser only pays each time their ad is clicked upon. Facebook ads can be targeted by 
standard demographic profiling but also allows users to be targeted through their 
likes/interests and social connections. The combination of these elements will provide an 
excellent opportunity to reach potential visitors on the wildly popular site where they spend 
much of their leisure time. 

Facebook Campaign 
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• Ongoing 
• Age, Gender, Geo, Like/Interest, Social Targeting 
• Contact: www.facebook.com/ads 

 
Geographically Targeted Media Websites 

Local media websites present an excellent way to reach a loyal audience that is likely to be 
open to messaging on entertainment and travel opportunities. Content targeting on each 
site will further qualify the audience and create synergy with the messaging. Selected 
content environments include Lifestyle, Food, Entertainment and Dining. It is the intention of 
the CTB to pursue:  

Suggested news sites for consideration 
SFGate.com (Bay Area) 
MercuryNew.com (San Jose) 
ABC30.com (Fresno) 
FresnoBee.com (Fresno) 
Bakersfield.com (Bakersfield) 
LATimes.com (LA) 
OCRegister.com (Orange County) 
 

Tripadvisor 
TripAdvisor is a top travel site with over 30 million reviews. The site has over 15 million 
registered users with over 13,000 new reviews added each day. 

TripAdvisor Plan Details 
• Cambria, Hearst Castle, elephant seals, beaches content targeting 
• Santa Cruz, Monterey, Santa Barbara, Ventura, Carmel, Pacific Grove  
     Content Targeting, Geo targeted to Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Jose  
     and Bakersfield 
• California Central Coast Content with US Geo-targeting 
• Cost ranges depend on packages selected and options; see media kit 
• Contact: www.tripadvisor.com/MediaKit 

 
 
 
Yahoo 

Yahoo is one of the largest properties on the web. The vast amount of traffic the site attracts 
makes it an excellent fit for increasing awareness of the SLO destination. The site has 
excellent targeting capabilities and you can purchase packages through the SLO County 
Tribune newspaper.  
 
Yahoo Campaign through The Tribune 

• Behavioral Targeting – Travel, Vacations, California Destinations 
• Contact: The Tribune Online Sales Dept, (805) 781-7831 
 

Suggested SLO County Websites for consideration 
SanLuisObispo.com 

(The Tribune’s website) 
Average monthly visitors: 387,208+, 60% local, 40% out of area 
Contact: (805) 781-7831 

VisitSLO.com 
(SLO Chamber’s tourism website) 
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Average monthly visitors: 9,000+ 
Contact: Kristin@slochamber.org 

 
Suggested Print Publications 

Sunset Magazine       
 SoCal 

Recommended: 1/3 pg ad  
Contact: rosana_chang@timeinc.com, (212) 522-7792 
Inside Bay Area 
Recommended: 1/2 pg ad 
Contact: rosana_chang@timeinc.com, (212) 522-7792 
 

Drive-through traffic 
• Billboard – Typical costs by location: 

o Hwy 1   
o Hwy 46 W   

• Rack cards at Hearst Castle 
• CalTrans “Adopt a Highway” along Hwy 1 to & from Hearst Castle 
    Cal Poly 
• SLO Chamber Visitors’ Guide: Distributed at Cal Poly Open House, Homecoming, 

                   throughout Cal Poly’s on-campus housing, faculty recruitment 
• Alumni Association – Explore sponsorship or other outreach through this on-campus           
    dept 

 

 
Final Strategic Recommendations 

We encourage any agency, to review the CBID marketing plan posted on the 
www.winecoastcountry.com/members website for ways to come alongside the CBID  
to make use of collaborative marketing opportunities.  

 

Cambria Budget Guidelines 
The following ranges are for FY 2012-2013 
 
Suggested Budget Allocation of Marketing Budget Only 

Print Media         21%  $   38,970  
Website Development       34%  $   63,750 
Social Media (FreshBuzz, TripAdvisor)     21%  $   39,850 
Signage Program (Includes Billboards)    13%  $   25,000 
Other Marketing  (see budgets attached)      9%  $   17,900 
Marketing Collateral         2%  $     3,000 
 
Total Marketing Budget               100%             $188,470. 
 
Total % of Overall Budget                48%  $396,205. 
   


